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ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives

 Define terms Define terms

 Write single and multiple table SQL queries

 Write noncorrelated and correlated subqueries Write noncorrelated and correlated subqueries

 Define and use three types of joins
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Nested Queries (Nested Queries (SubqueriesSubqueries))Nested Queries (Nested Queries (SubqueriesSubqueries) ) 

Subquery:Subquery:
• Placing an inner query (SELECT statement) inside an 

outer queryq y
• Can be used in place of a table name, or an expression 

that returns a list, for operators that accept a list (IN, 
EXISTS ANY t )EXISTS, =ANY, etc.)

Subqueries can be:Subqueries can be:
• Noncorrelated–executed once for the entire outer query
• Correlated–executed once for each row returned by the outer 
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y
query

Subquery ExampleSubquery Example
 Show all customers who have placed an order

The IN operator will test to 
see if the CUSTOMER_ID 
value of a row is included in 
the list returned from thethe list returned from the 
subquery

Subquery is embedded in parentheses. In 
this case it returns a list that will be used 
in the WHERE clause of the outer query
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in the WHERE clause of the outer query



Set Membership: ExistentialSet Membership: Existential
 Show all faculty who qualified to teach some course 

before 10/30/2010.

SELECT FacultyID, FacultyName
FROM  Faculty_Ty_
WHERE FacultyID IN

( SELECT DISTINCT FacultyID
FROM Qualified T E i t ti l E !FROM Qualified_T
WHERE DateQualified < ‘2010-10-30’ );

Existential: Easy! 

Subquery returns the IDs of all 
faculty who qualified to teach 
some course before 10/30/2010
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Set Membership: UniversalSet Membership: Universal
 Show all faculty who got all their qualifications 

before 10/30/2010.

Universal: Hard!Universal: Hard! 
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Set Membership: UniversalSet Membership: Universal

SELECT FacultyName FROM Faculty T

Find the other faculty, who got some qualification after 10/30/2010.

SELECT FacultyName FROM Faculty_T
WHERE  FacultyID IN ( SELECT DISTINCT FacultyID

FROM Qualified_T
WHERE DateQualified >= ‘2010-10-30’ );

Find all faculty who got all qualifications before 10/30/2010.

SELECT FacultyName FROM Faculty_T
WHERE FacultyID NOT IN ( SELECT DISTINCT FacultyID

Find all faculty who got all qualifications before 10/30/2010.

WHERE  FacultyID NOT IN ( SELECT DISTINCT FacultyID
FROM Qualified_T
WHERE DateQualified >= ‘2010-10-30’ );
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Figure 7-7a Processing a noncorrelated subquery
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A noncorrelated subquery processes completely before the outer query begins



Correlated vs. Noncorrelated Correlated vs. Noncorrelated 
SubqueriesSubqueries

Noncorrelated s bq eries: Noncorrelated subqueries:
 Do not depend on data from the outer query

Execute once for the entire outer query Execute once for the entire outer query

 Correlated subqueries:
M k f d t f th t Make use of data from the outer query

 Execute once for each row of the outer query
 Can use the EXISTS operator Can use the EXISTS operator
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Correlated Subquery ExampleCorrelated Subquery Example

 Show all courses offered in the first semester of 2008.
h illThe EXISTS operator will return a 

TRUE value if the subquery resulted 
in a non-empty set, otherwise it 
returns a FALSE

SELECT DISTINCT CourseName FROM Course_T
WHERE  EXISTS

(SELECT * FROM S ti T

returns a FALSE

(SELECT * FROM Section_T
WHERE CourseID = Course_T.CourseID
AND Semester = ‘I-2008’);

The subquery is testing for a value q y g
that comes from the outer query 

 A correlated subquery always refers to an attribute from a table referenced in
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 A correlated subquery always refers to an attribute from a table referenced in 
the outer query



Correlated Subquery ExampleCorrelated Subquery Example

 Show all courses offered in the first semester of 2008.

SELECT DISTINCT CourseName FROM Course_T
WHERE  EXISTS

(SELECT * FROM Section_T
WHERE CourseID = Course_T.CourseID
AND Semester = ‘I-2008’);

1. The first CourseID is selected from Course_T (ISM 3113).
2. The subquery is evaluated to see if any sections exist for semester ‘I-2008’. 

EXISTS is valued as TRUE and the CourseName is added to the results tableEXISTS is valued as TRUE and the CourseName is added to the results table.
3. The next CourseID is selected from Course_T (ISM 3112), etc.
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NULLs in SQLNULLs in SQLQQ

 Whenever we don’t have a value, we can use a NULL
hi Can mean many things

 Value does not exist
 Value exists but is unknown Value exists but is unknown
 Value not applicable

 How does SQL cope with tables that have NULLs?
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NULL ValuesNULL Values

 If x = NULL then 4*(3-x)/7 is still NULL
f h i If x = NULL then x > 6 is UNKNOWN

 In SQL there are three boolean values:

FALSE = 0
UNKNOWN = 0.5

SELECT *
FROM Person
WHERE (age < 25) AND

TRUE = 1

C1 AND C2 i (C1 C2)

WHERE  (age < 25) AND 
(height > 6 OR weight > 190);

Rule in SQL: include only records 
C1 AND C2 = min(C1, C2)
C1 OR C2 = max(C1, C2)
NOT C1 = 1 - C1

that yields TRUE.
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NOT C1  1 C1

NULL ValuesNULL Values

 Unexpected behavior:

SELECT *
FROM Person
WHERE (age < 25) OR (age >= 25);WHERE  (age < 25) OR (age >  25);

Some Persons not included!

 Can test for NULL explicitly:

SELECT *
FROM Person
WHERE  (age < 25) OR (age >= 25) OR (age IS NULL);
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Quick Note: GROUPQuick Note: GROUP--BY vs. BY vs. SubquerySubqueryQQ q yq y

 Find students who take >= 2 classes
 Attempt 1 (with subqueries):

SELECT StudentNameSELECT StudentName
FROM Student_T
WHERE (SELECT COUNT(*) FROM

(SELECT R StudentID(SELECT R.StudentID
FROM Registration_T AS R, Student_T AS S 
WHERE S.StudentID = R.StudentID) AS CT

) >= 2;) >= 2;

This is SQL by a novice
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Quick Note (contd.)Quick Note (contd.)Q ( )Q ( )

 Find students who take >= 2 classes
 Attempt 2 (with GROUP BY):

SELECT StudentName
FROM Student_T AS S, Registration_T AS R
WHERE S.StudentID = R.StudentID

This is SQL by an expert

GROUP BY S.StudentID
HAVING COUNT(R.SectionNo) >= 2;

This is SQL by an expert
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Union QueriesUnion Queries
 Combine the output (union of multiple queries) 

together into a single result table

First query

Combine

Second query
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Figure 7-8 Combining queries using UNION

Note: with UNION 
queries, the 
quantity and data 
t f thtypes of the 
attributes in the 
SELECT clauses of 
both queries must bot que es ust
be identical 
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Processing Multiple TablesProcessing Multiple Tables––JoinsJoins

Join – Cartesian product of two tables (which gets us 
all pairs of rows with one coming from each table)all pairs of rows, with one coming from each table) 
followed by a selection process  according to some 
predicate.p ed ca e.

Implicit Join – two or more tables appear in theImplicit Join – two or more tables appear in the 
FROM clause, separated by commas; the join condition 
(that is, the predicate that  decides which rows match) is ( , p )
added to the WHERE clause.
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Implicit Join ExampleImplicit Join Examplep pp p

 For each student registered in the first semester of 2008, 
what is the student name and ID?

SELECT DISTINCT S.StudentID, StudentName
FROM Student_T AS S, Registration_T AS R
WHERE S.StudentID = R.StudentID;

Join between Student_T and Registration_T
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Explicit JoinExplicit Joinpp

 For each student registered in the first semester of 2008, 
what is the student name and ID?

SELECT DISTINCT S.StudentID, StudentName
FROM Student_T S  JOIN Registration_T R  ON

(S.StudentID = R.StudentID);

Selection Condition
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Natural JoinNatural Join

 Most join conditions involve the equality predicate. SQL supports 
the concept of a NATURAL JOIN, which is a join in which the 
join condition is created implicitly, by requiring equality of all 
fields with the same name in both tables.

SELECT DISTINCT StudentID,  StudentName
FROM Student T NATURAL JOIN Registration T;FROM Student_T NATURAL JOIN Registration_T; 

StudentID is a field common to both tables.
Only registered students will be listed. 
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Natural Join and USINGNatural Join and USING

Natural joins are too brittle. SQL also supports a much better JOIN 
... USING syntax. Rather than writing ON and the join condition, 
we write USING and then a list of fields which must match.

SELECT StudentID,  StudentName
FROM Student T JOIN Registration T USING (StudentID);FROM Student_T JOIN Registration_T USING (StudentID); 
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Natural Join FlawNatural Join Flaw

Natural joins in SQL are inner joins (a.k.a equi-joins), meaning 
that rows must have matching values to appear in the result table.

SELECT StudentID,  StudentName
FROM Student_T JOIN Registration_T USING (StudentID);

/* Students who never registered will be lost */ 

Many times we want all rows from a certain table appear in a join, 
even when there is no corresponding join on the other table.

This can be achieved with an OUTER JOIN. 
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Outer JoinsOuter Joins

 Joins in which rows with no matching values in common 
l th l i l d d i th lt t blcolumns are nonetheless included in the result table

o Left Outer Join: Include the left tuple even if there is 
no matchno match

o Right Outer Join: Include the right tuple even if there 
is no match

o Full Outer join: Include both left and right tuple even 
if there is no match
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Outer Join ExampleOuter Join Examplepp

 List the student ID, name and registration information for 
each student. Include students even if not yet registered.

SELECT *
FROM Student_T S  LEFT OUTER JOIN   Registration_T R ON

(S.StudentID = R.StudentID);

All students will appear in the results table.

 Note: Same principles apply to more than two tables 
i l d i JOIN ti
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involved in a JOIN operation. 



A bl ll i f i i i f

Multiple Table Join ExampleMultiple Table Join Example
 Assemble all information necessary to create an invoice for 

order number 1006
Four tables involved in this join

Each pair of tables requires an equality-check condition in the
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Each pair of tables requires an equality check condition in the 
WHERE clause, matching primary keys against foreign keys

Figure 7-4 Results from a four-table join (edited for readability)g j ( y)

From CUSTOMER_T table

From ORDER_T table From PRODUCT_T table
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SelfSelf--Join ExampleJoin Example

The same table is 
used on both sides 
of the join; j ;
distinguished using 
table aliases

S lf j i ll d bl i h l i hi
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Self-joins are usually used on tables with unary relationships


